Subject to confirmation the winners are

**Persian;**
Adult;    Riacatz Final Countdown (33) Section Winner  
Kitten;   Owletts Amaelia (6)  
Neuter;   Riacatz Cre`me de la Cre`me (12)  

**SLH;**
Adult;    Saramoyah Coco Channel (7)  
Kitten;   Tasare Thomas (9)  
Neuter;   Tarkusha Helen Of Troy (17) Section Winner.

**British ;**
Adult;    Delphinium Sweet William (13)  
Kitten;   Alejandro Tanzanite (5)  
Neuter;   Pinemarten Tina Sparkle (33) Section Winner

**Foreign;**
Adult;    Linczozo Cat’s Pyjamas (11)  
Kitten;   Abydreams Specsappeal (10) Section Winner (14)  
Neuter;   Onatural Gifwrapped (12)  

**Burmese;**
Adult;    William the Sweetie Charlespur (11)  
Kitten;   Tied; Raibowsend Atticus/Barbizon Legacy (4)  
Neuter;   Mainman Kisschase (Section Winner 23)  

**Oriental;**
Adult;    Hemlock Spotty Muldoon (Section Winner 54)  
Kitten;   Tied; Amulet Esen Happy Jungle/ Fiordilso Jayjay’s Jewels (9)  
Neuter;   Hemlock Alfredo Ferrari (14)  

**Siamese;**
Adult;    Kevels Twice Asnice (13)  
Kitten;   Mafdet Mendoza (9)  
Neuter;   Joapas Coeur D’Or (Section Winner 25)  

**Pet Section ;**
HP;       Biscuit (Overall Section Winner 16)  
PP;       Otter (14)  
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OVERALL WINNER; HEMLOCK SPOTTY MULDOON (Oriental)
OVERALL KITTEN WINNER; ABYDREAMS SPECSAPPEAL (Foreign)
OVERALL NEUTER WINNER; PINEMARTEN TINA SPARKLE (British)

These results are will not be made official until 1st October in case there are any queries in relation to the results also to ensure that the names & titles are spelled correctly before submitting the final results.

Please e-mail me directly with the correct spelling of the names of the owners, also your exhibits Full Title at this time & the correct spelling of the name of the exhibit, the onus is on the exhibitor to provide this information, as this will be the information provided for the award engraving.

If you have any queries in relation to the scores please let me know, to enable a check, prior to making the scores official, if I hear nothing I will assume the information provided is correct.

My e-mail address is hansson808@btinternet.com

Many Congratulations to all winners & if you wish this to continue please let me know, or should the scoring be amended to ensure exhibits are not oversown. Are you happy with the method of scoring. A reminder for those who are not aware.

1 point for Best of Variety
an additional Point for Overall Best of Variety (2)
an additional point Best in show (whether breed or all breed, 3)

a Total of 3 points maximum per show.

an additional point, for a double (back to back show) Overall win.

Best of Variety Cat/Kitten or Neuter at the Supreme 2 points.
Supreme Cat/Kitten or Neuter 4 points.
(should an extra point be added for the Overall Supreme Winner?)

John H Hansson
Kittens retain their points, a kitten could potentially go on to become the section winner based on their points total.

Huge thanks to Celia Leighton who has collated most of the information.

Please send queries direct to myself, NOT the office.

Confirm all details in writing to avoid possible errors.

Please feel free to post this on any sites you wish.

John H Hansson